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The Board expressed they would like to continue this discussion at a later time.

Public Health
Department Update

Department Update/Report:
Attendance: Public Health Director Carla Bacon, Public Health Environmental Health
Manager David Kavanagh, Solid Waste Director Ruby Irving, Information Technology
& Budget Director Glen Chipman and Centerville resident Dan Christopher.
Public Health Director Carla Bacon reviewed department audit reporting requirements;
utilizing the LEAN process for invoicing grants and contracts; a staff update which
included Public Health’s summer intern selection, Elizabeth Hawkins.
Director Bacon requested and received verbal approval to proceed with the
advertisement process for a Clinical Nursing Manager position, noting the changes in
the job descriptions requirements open the position up to potentially more nursing
candidates as well as Master of Public Health candidates with experience in key clinical
areas.
Director Bacon reported House Bill 1638 – Immunization bill removed
personal/philosophical exemptions from the Measles, Mumps, Rubella vaccine; with the
new vaccination requirements, Public Health staff have been busy working with schools
to ensure records are checked for compliance and to analyze how much additional
vaccine will be needed in the fall.
A brief discussion was held regarding Criminal Justice Treatment contract dollars from
the Health Care Authority.
Planning Director Mo-chi Lindblad discussed the Gorge Commission is holding a public
hearing this morning on an appeal filed by applicants Charles and Valerie Fowler of a
Director’s Decision approving their application to construct a single-family dwelling, in
the Gorge Scenic Area.
Followed by Director Lindblad’s recommendation to renew the State funded Columbia
River Gorge Commission Land Use Planner position, but recommended the Board
oversee the administration of the grant. Chairman Sauter stated he will be meeting with
the Columbia Gorge Commission and will negotiate the renewal contract.
New Business:
Approved (M/Sizemore, S/Johnston. Passed unanimously): Scheduling a public
meeting to be held Tuesday, June 18, 2019, at 1:30 PM to consider final approval of
Binding Site Plan BSP2018-03. The proposal is to develop a non-traditional mobile
home park to accommodate the placement of 40 “tiny cabin RVs” on the unimproved
portion at the existing Mount Adams Lodge at Flying L Ranch; Applicant: Getaway
WA, LLC.

